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Protecting
Trade Secrets
Made Simple
How the recently enacted
Texas Uniform Trade Secrets Act
provides a legislative framework
for litigating cases.
BY

JOSEPH F. CLEVELAND JR.
AND J. HEATH COFFMAN

IN THIS PAST LEGISLATIVE SESSION,
THE TEXAS LEGISLATURE ENACTED THE
TEXAS UNIFORM TRADE SECRETS ACT
(TUTSA). On Sept. 1, 2013, Texas will join 46
other states that are currently governed by some
form of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act.1

Before enactment of TUTSA, Texas had no central law
governing trade secrets. Instead, Texas law on trade secrets
was cobbled together from Texas common law, the Restatement of Torts, the Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition, and the Texas Theft Liability Act. Much of this
law was outdated (the Restatement of Torts was drafted in
1939) and was simply not designed for the technological
developments of the modern era. As a result, Texas businesses and those businesses looking to expand to Texas
were left to guess as to what proprietary information
Texas law would and would not protect.
TUTSA codifies and modernizes Texas law on misappropriation of trade secrets by providing a simple legislative framework for litigating trade secret cases. Among
other things, TUTSA provides an unambiguous and
updated definition of trade secrets, a simplified means for
obtaining injunctive relief and sealing court records, and
a provision for recovering attorneys’ fees from those parties who engage in willful and malicious activity.
What follows is a section-by-section analysis of TUTSA.
Section 134A.002 of TUTSA contains a list of six new
definitions, including definitions for “trade secret,” “misappropriation,” “improper means,” “proper means,” and
“reverse engineering.”
Definition of a Trade Secret. TUTSA provides an expansive definition of protectable trade secrets. Under Section
134A.002(6) of TUTSA, “trade secret” means information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program,
device, method, technique, process, financial data, or list
of actual or potential customers or suppliers that:
(A) derives independent economic value, actual or
potential, from not being generally known to, and
not being readily ascertainable by proper means
by, other persons who can obtain economic value
from its disclosure or use, and
(B) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under
the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.2
This new statutory definition of a trade secret represents
a significant change to Texas law. Before enactment of
TUTSA, the definition of trade secret was unchanged
since it first appeared in the 1939 Restatement of Torts.
Under Texas common law, a trade secret consisted of any
formula, pattern, device, or compilation of information
used in a business, which gives the owner an opportunity
to obtain a competitive advantage over his competitors
who do not know or use it.3 To determine if a trade secret
existed, courts applied Texas common law from an array
of judicial opinions and weighed the six non-exclusive
factors articulated in Section 39 of the Restatement
(Third) of Unfair Competition.4
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Texas common law was unsettled as to whether there
must be “continuous use” of a trade secret in order to
afford that secret protection.5 TUTSA, however, eliminates this “continuous use” requirement and extends protection to a plaintiff who has not yet had an opportunity
or acquired the means to put a trade secret to use.6
TUTSA thus results in a wider class of protected trade
secrets, including trade secrets that have not yet been put
to use or trade secrets that have been used but later abandoned.
Another change is the protection of “negative knowhow.” At least one federal court concluded that under
Texas common law, a defendant does not misappropriate
a trade secret by using negative “what not to do” information.7 The new definition in TUTSA, however, “includes
information that has commercial value from a negative
viewpoint, for example the results of lengthy and expensive research which proves that a certain process will not
work could be of great value to a competitor.”8
Finally, TUTSA provides a different formulation of
the secrecy requirement for trade secret protection. Under
Texas common law, “[b]efore information can be termed
a trade secret, there must be a substantial element of
secrecy.”9 A substantial element of secrecy exists when
“except by use by improper means, there would be difficulty in acquiring the information.”10 Under TUTSA, a
“trade secret” means information that “is the subject of
efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to
maintain its secrecy.”11 This standard allows the fact finder
to consider the nature of the trade secret and the facts
and circumstances surrounding the efforts to maintain its
secrecy in order to determine whether these efforts were
reasonable under the circumstances.
Definition of Misappropriation. TUTSA specifically defines
the conduct that constitutes misappropriation of a trade
secret. Under TUTSA Section 134A.002(3), “misappropriation” means:
(A) acquisition of a trade secret of another by a person
who knows or has reason to know that the trade
secret was acquired by improper means; or
(B) disclosure or use of a trade secret of another without express or implied consent by a person who
(i) used improper means to acquire knowledge
of the trade secret;
(ii) at the time of disclosure or use, knew or had
reason to know that his knowledge of the
trade secret was
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(a) derived from or through a person who had
utilized improper means to acquire it;
(b) acquired under circumstances giving rise to
a duty to maintain its secrecy or limit its
use; or
(c) derived from or through a person who
owed a duty to the person seeking relief
to maintain its secrecy or limit its use; or
(iii) before a material change of the person’s position, knew or had reason to know that it was
a trade secret and that knowledge of it had
been acquired by accident or mistake.
This definition is a significant improvement over existing
Texas law. First, it specifies that prohibited conduct includes:
(1) acquiring a trade secret by improper means or (2) disclosing a trade secret without consent. Second, the definition makes clear that liability applies only to those who
know or have reason to know a trade secret was acquired by
improper means. Under Texas common law, this limitation
was not explicit; in fact, only one federal court applying
Texas law has indicated a willingness to apply it.12 Thus,
Texas common law imposed liability on defendants who
obtained and used a trade secret by accident or mistake,
such as a defendant who unknowingly acquires a competitor’s trade secrets through a new employee, a customer, or the acquisition of an existing business.13
Under TUTSA, on the other hand, an employer is
only liable for misappropriation if the employer knew or
had reason to know that the trade secret was acquired by
improper means. If, for example, an employee misappropriates a former employer’s trade secrets and that employee
uses those trade secrets in his new job, the new employer
is not liable for misappropriation of trade secrets unless
the employer had actual or constructive knowledge that
the material was improperly obtained. Once the employer
is put on notice (e.g., by a cease and desist letter or other
means), the employer may be liable for continuing to use
the misappropriated trade secret. Therefore, under
TUTSA, the new employer is liable for damages for using
the misappropriated trade secret only after acquiring
knowledge of the employee’s trade secret theft.
Definition of Improper Means. TUTSA’s Section 134A.002(2)
provides a definition of improper means:
“Improper means” includes theft, bribery, misrepresentation, breach or inducement of a breach of a duty to
maintain secrecy, to limit use of, or to prohibit discovtexasbar.com

ery of a trade secret, or espionage through electronic or
other means.
The definition of “improper means” clarifies that a license
agreement may limit use of a trade secret by prohibiting
reverse engineering. For example, many software license
agreements specifically provide that a licensee may not
reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble software or
attempt to obtain the source code. Under TUTSA, a breach
of the duty to limit the use of trade secret information—a
circumstance often imposed in license agreements dealing
with computer software and other information—is included
within the definition of “improper means.” In contrast, the
common-law definition of “improper means” includes any
instance where a person “acts below the generally accepted
standards of commercial morality and reasonable conduct.”14
Definition of Proper Means. Section 134A.002(4) provides a definition of proper means:
“Proper means” means discovery by independent
development, discovery by reverse engineering unless
prohibited, or discovery or observation by any other
means that is not improper.
The language “unless prohibited” clarifies that TUTSA
does not affect license agreements prohibiting reverse
engineering.
Definition of Reverse Engineering. Section 134.002(5) of
TUTSA provides a definition for reverse engineering:
“Reverse engineering” means the process of studying,
analyzing, or disassembling a product or device to discover its design, structure, construction, or source code,
provided that the product or device was acquired lawfully or from a person having the legal right to convey it.
Injunctive Relief. Section 134A.003 of TUTSA contains specific provisions for obtaining injunctive relief for
actual or threatened misappropriation of trade secrets:
(a) Actual or threatened misappropriation may be
enjoined. On application to the court, an injunction shall be terminated when the trade secret has
ceased to exist, but the injunction may be continued for an additional reasonable period of time in
order to eliminate commercial advantage that otherwise would be derived from the misappropriation.
(b) In exceptional circumstances, an injunction may
condition future use upon payment of a reasonable
texasbar.com/tbj

royalty for no longer than the period of time for
which use could have been prohibited. Exceptional
circumstances include a material and prejudicial
change of position prior to acquiring knowledge or
reason to know of misappropriation that renders a
prohibitive injunction inequitable.
(c) In appropriate circumstances, affirmative acts to
protect a trade secret may be compelled by court
order.
TUTSA eliminates the possibility of a perpetual injunction, particularly when the trade secret no longer exists
because the information has become generally known.15
Unlike Texas common law, TUTSA includes a specific
provision permitting a court in exceptional circumstances to enter an injunction conditioning future use of
the trade secret upon payment of a reasonable royalty.16
Section 134A.003(c) also authorizes a court to order a
party to return misappropriated trade secrets to the
aggrieved party.
A handful of courts have interpreted the phrase
“threatened misappropriation” found in this section to
allow injunctive relief not only when a trade secret is disclosed but also when a trade secret will inevitably be disclosed.17 Under the “inevitable disclosure” doctrine, a
court can enjoin a former employee from using or disclosing the former employer’s trade secrets if the former
employee performs duties in his new employment that
would necessarily cause that employee to use or disclose
the former employer’s trade secrets.18 TUTSA does not
address the inevitable disclosure doctrine. Instead,
TUTSA would allow the courts to develop this area of
the law on a case-by-case basis.19
Damages. There are no differences between existing
Texas common law and TUTSA regarding the economic
damages available for trade secret misappropriation.
Under Texas common law, the plaintiff was permitted to
recover damages based on the value of what has been lost
by the plaintiff (lost profits) or the value of what has been
gained by the defendant (unjust enrichment).20 The
plaintiff also could recover a reasonable royalty for the
defendant’s use of the plaintiff’s trade secret.21 The same
types of damages are available under Section 134A.004(a)
of TUTSA:
In addition to or in lieu of injunctive relief, a claimant
is entitled to recover damages for misappropriation.
Damages can include both the actual loss caused by
misappropriation and the unjust enrichment caused by
misappropriation that is not taken into account in
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In an action under this chapter, a court shall preserve
the secrecy of an alleged trade secret by reasonable
means. There is a presumption in favor of granting protective orders to preserve the secrecy of trade secrets.
Protective orders may include provisions limiting
access to confidential information to only the attorneys and their experts, holding in-camera hearings,
sealing the records of the action, and ordering any person involved in the litigation not to disclose an alleged
trade secret without prior court approval.

computing actual loss. In lieu of damages measured by
any other methods, the damages caused by misappropriation may be measured by imposition of liability for
a reasonable royalty for a misappropriator’s unauthorized disclosure or use of a trade secret.
Under TUTSA, actual damages are “[i]n addition to or in
lieu of injunctive relief.” This language makes clear that
an injunction does not foreclose the right to recover
damages.
Exemplary Damages. Under Section 134A.004(b) of
TUTSA, if willful and malicious misappropriation is
proven by clear and convincing evidence, the fact finder
may award exemplary damages. TUTSA also includes a
cap on the total amount of exemplary damages that can be
recovered, limiting any exemplary damage award to an
amount not exceeding twice the amount of actual damages. In contrast, Texas common law has no specific exemplary damages cap for misappropriation of trade secrets.22
Attorneys’ Fees. Under Texas common law, there was
no right to recover attorneys’ fees for misappropriation of
trade secrets. Parties, however, often sought their fees by
filing a claim under the Texas Theft Liability Act, which
provides for the recovery of attorneys’ fees to the prevailing party.23 Section 134A.005 of TUTSA requires the
court to find that a claim for misappropriation was made
in bad faith or that the misappropriation was willful and
malicious before the court may exercise its discretion to
award fees:
The court may award reasonable attorney’s fees to the
prevailing party if: (1) a claim of misappropriation is
made in bad faith; (2) a motion to terminate an
injunction is made or resisted in bad faith; or (3) willful and malicious misappropriation exists.
Preservation of Secrecy. Texas Rule of Evidence 507
provides that trade secret information is privileged and
need not be disclosed absent protective measures imposed
by the court. But prior to the enactment of TUTSA,
there was no specific provision in Texas law for protecting the secrecy of a trade secret during court proceedings.
Instead, parties ordinarily requested the court to enter a
protective order under general discovery rules.24 Parties
would also seek to seal court records using the cumbersome procedures outlined in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 76(a), which requires public notice and the public’s
opportunity to be heard.
Section 134A.006 of TUTSA provides a new rule governing the disclosure of trade secrets during a court proceeding:
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TUTSA thus provides the ability for aggrieved parties to
pursue their legal rights in court without fear of having to
disclose the very information they are trying to keep secret.
Statute of Limitations. The three-year statute of limitations for misappropriation of trade secrets claims found in
Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code Section 16.010
is retained.
Effect on Other Law. TUTSA Section 134A.007 provides that the chapter displaces conflicting tort, restitutionary and other laws of this state but does not affect (1)
contractual remedies, whether or not based upon misappropriation of a trade secret; (2) other civil remedies not
based on misappropriation of trade secrets; or (3) criminal remedies, whether or not based upon misappropriation of a trade secret.
Conclusion. TUTSA modernizes the law of misappropriation of trade secrets in Texas by providing a consistent and predictable statutory framework for the
protection of trade secrets and litigating trade secret
cases. The enactment of this new legislation marks a
clear departure from a common-law approach and adopts
updated statutory standards for trade secret protection,
which are now consistent with those laws governing the
vast majority of jurisdictions in the United States. TBJ
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